Multiplicity of dog kidney high-Km aldose reductase and conversion mechanism into aldose reductase.
1. High-Km aldose reductase purified from dog kidney inner medulla was easily converted into aldose reductase by incubation in the neutral buffer solution. 2. High-Km aldose reductase was found to be in multiple forms, and was separated into three kinds of species designated as a-, b- and c-forms by HPLC. 3. The a-form observed as a single peak by HPLC was assumed to be present in three forms (a1-, a2- and a3-forms), one was aldose reductase (a1-form) and the others were the precursors of aldose reductase (a2- and a3-form). 4. The b-form was rapidly converted into the a3-form, followed slowly by the a2-form and finally into the a1-form. 5. The c-form was either directly converted into the a1-form, or indirectly into the a2-form followed by the a1-form. 6. Four kinds of species (a2-, a3-, b- and c-forms) of high-Km aldose reductase were finally converted into aldose reductase (a1-form).